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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

6. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Vehicle suspension in fore and after

directions 6

(b) Steady state cornering 5

(c) Wheel hop and wheel wobble. 4

Unit IV

7. (a) A shaft of negligible weight 6 cm

diameter and 5 metres long is simply

supported at the ends and carries four

weight 50 N each at equal distances over

the length of the shaft. Find the frequency

of vibration by Dunkerley’s method. The

Young’s Modulus of Elasticity

(E) = 2×106 N/cm2. 10

(b) Explain the Rayleigh’s method to

compute natural frequency of a system.

5

8. With the aid of an example, explain the step

procedure to compute the fundamental

frequency using Holzer’s method. 15
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Unit I

1. (a) A gun barrel having mass 560 kg is

designed with the following data :

Initial recoil velocity = 36 m/s, Recoil

distance on firing = 1.5 m.

Calculate :

(i) Spring constant

(ii) Damping coefficient

(iii) Time required for the barrel to

return to a position 0.12 m from its

initial position. 7

(b) Two rotors A and B are attached to the end

of a shaft 50 cm long. Weight of rotor A is

300 N and its radius of gyration is 30 cm

and the corresponding values of B are 500

N and 45 cm respectively. The shaft is 7

cm in diameter for the first 25 cm, 12 cm

in diameter for next 10 cm and 10 cm in

diameter for the remainder of its length.

Modulus of rigidity for the shaft material

is 8×1011  N/m2.

Find :

(i) The position of node

(ii) Frequency of torsional vibrations.

8

2. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Vibration Absorber 5

(b) Model Analysis. 10

Unit II

3. Discuss the stability of a vehicle on a curved

track, slope and banked road. 15

4. Computer the reaction forces and tractive effect

for a vehicle driving on front wheel drive,

rear wheel drive and all wheel drive. 15

Unit III

5. Derive a suitable expression to calculate the

under steer coefficient. Computer the critical

speed of an over steer vehicle and

characteristics speed of an under streer vehicle.

15
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